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ⅠⅠⅠⅠⅠⅠⅠⅠ.  Invent of special diffusing agent and.  Invent of special diffusing agent and
aspect  emission of light aspect  emission of light 

Solve the problem Solve the problem Solve the problem Solve the problem of conventional LED light that emission of of conventional LED light that emission of of conventional LED light that emission of of conventional LED light that emission of 

light self  makes plane emissionlight self  makes plane emissionlight self  makes plane emissionlight self  makes plane emission.

1.There is problem with high power LED light .That is point     1.There is problem with high power LED light .That is point     1.There is problem with high power LED light .That is point     1.There is problem with high power LED light .That is point     

emission so bright too much somewhere. but We invent emission so bright too much somewhere. but We invent emission so bright too much somewhere. but We invent emission so bright too much somewhere. but We invent soft                    soft                    soft                    soft                    

lightlightlightlight what equally color .what equally color .what equally color .what equally color .

2.The limit was effective angle 120 degree ,conventional  2.The limit was effective angle 120 degree ,conventional  2.The limit was effective angle 120 degree ,conventional  2.The limit was effective angle 120 degree ,conventional  

product.product.product.product.

We invent  We invent  We invent  We invent  effective angle 150effective angle 150effective angle 150effective angle 150 degree degree degree degree and high power by        and high power by        and high power by        and high power by        

special diffusing agent.special diffusing agent.special diffusing agent.special diffusing agent.



ⅡⅡⅡⅡⅡⅡⅡⅡ. We made large size aspect emission of . We made large size aspect emission of . We made large size aspect emission of . We made large size aspect emission of . We made large size aspect emission of . We made large size aspect emission of . We made large size aspect emission of . We made large size aspect emission of 

light what noting else.light what noting else.light what noting else.light what noting else.light what noting else.light what noting else.light what noting else.light what noting else.

150 150 150 150 ～～～～ 100 W100 W100 W100 W ＴｙｐｅＴｙｐｅＴｙｐｅＴｙｐｅ Light size of planeLight size of planeLight size of planeLight size of plane 120mm120mm120mm120mmΦΦΦΦ

（（（（ No.No.No.No.No.No.No.No.１１１１１１１１ in the world in the world in the world in the world in the world in the world in the world in the world ））））

50 50 50 50 ～～～～ 30 W  30 W  30 W  30 W  ＴｙｐｅＴｙｐｅＴｙｐｅＴｙｐｅ Light sizeLight sizeLight sizeLight size of planeof planeof planeof plane 60mm60mm60mm60mmΦΦΦΦ



ⅢⅢⅢⅢⅢⅢⅢⅢ. Achieve color . Achieve color . Achieve color . Achieve color . Achieve color . Achieve color . Achieve color . Achieve color reproducibillityreproducibillityreproducibillityreproducibillityreproducibillityreproducibillityreproducibillityreproducibillity

� LED element LED element LED element LED element use the three primary color use the three primary color use the three primary color use the three primary color RRRRGGGGBBBB....

We can recreate natural color and shadow.We can recreate natural color and shadow.We can recreate natural color and shadow.We can recreate natural color and shadow.

That means people donThat means people donThat means people donThat means people don’’’’t get eye damage.t get eye damage.t get eye damage.t get eye damage.

Conventional productConventional productConventional productConventional product’’’’s s s s reproducibillityreproducibillityreproducibillityreproducibillity lavellavellavellavel is is is is ７５７５７５７５～～～～８４８４８４８４

moremoremoremore than 90 is special use way.than 90 is special use way.than 90 is special use way.than 90 is special use way.

[ Investigation of particular market ] [ Investigation of particular market ] [ Investigation of particular market ] [ Investigation of particular market ] 

１１１１．．．．Promotion for art museum and public place, Promotion for art museum and public place, Promotion for art museum and public place, Promotion for art museum and public place, 

airportairportairportairport etc.etc.etc.etc.

２２２２．．．．Promotion for food floor and fashion floor.Promotion for food floor and fashion floor.Promotion for food floor and fashion floor.Promotion for food floor and fashion floor.

３３３３．．．．Promotion for hospital and medical care.Promotion for hospital and medical care.Promotion for hospital and medical care.Promotion for hospital and medical care.

４４４４．．．．Promotion for filming, studio and stage.Promotion for filming, studio and stage.Promotion for filming, studio and stage.Promotion for filming, studio and stage.



ReproducibillityReproducibillityReproducibillityReproducibillityReproducibillityReproducibillityReproducibillityReproducibillity of natural color of natural color of natural color of natural color of natural color of natural color of natural color of natural color RaRaRaRaRaRaRaRa：：：：：：：： 93.993.993.993.993.993.993.993.9



ⅣⅣⅣⅣⅣⅣⅣⅣ. We solve the problem of blue light. We solve the problem of blue light. We solve the problem of blue light. We solve the problem of blue light. We solve the problem of blue light. We solve the problem of blue light. We solve the problem of blue light. We solve the problem of blue light

� LED element use the three primary colorLED element use the three primary colorLED element use the three primary colorLED element use the three primary colorＲＲＲＲＧＧＧＧＢＢＢＢelement.element.element.element.

We success for control blue light by special skill.We success for control blue light by special skill.We success for control blue light by special skill.We success for control blue light by special skill.

( It( It( It( It’’’’s  high percentage that blue light hurt eyes  high percentage that blue light hurt eyes  high percentage that blue light hurt eyes  high percentage that blue light hurt eye’’’’s         s         s         s         

retina retina retina retina ））））

[ Investigation of particular market[ Investigation of particular market[ Investigation of particular market[ Investigation of particular market ] ] ] ] 

１１１１．．．．Use for desk of study .(low power)Use for desk of study .(low power)Use for desk of study .(low power)Use for desk of study .(low power)

２２２２．．．．Promotion for school and hospital.Promotion for school and hospital.Promotion for school and hospital.Promotion for school and hospital.

３３３３．．．．Promotion for public place.Promotion for public place.Promotion for public place.Promotion for public place.



Solve the problem of blue lightSolve the problem of blue lightSolve the problem of blue lightSolve the problem of blue lightSolve the problem of blue lightSolve the problem of blue lightSolve the problem of blue lightSolve the problem of blue light



ⅤⅤⅤⅤⅤⅤⅤⅤ. Proposition for New airport in ***. Proposition for New airport in ***. Proposition for New airport in ***. Proposition for New airport in ***. Proposition for New airport in ***. Proposition for New airport in ***. Proposition for New airport in ***. Proposition for New airport in ***

1. Use 100w module for height roof lamp1. Use 100w module for height roof lamp1. Use 100w module for height roof lamp1. Use 100w module for height roof lamp

give give give give soft light soft light soft light soft light and high power but effective angle and high power but effective angle and high power but effective angle and high power but effective angle 

150 degree.150 degree.150 degree.150 degree.

2. Use 50w module for business building2. Use 50w module for business building2. Use 50w module for business building2. Use 50w module for business building roofroofroofroof

ItItItIt’’’’s possible s possible s possible s possible control color and power per area.control color and power per area.control color and power per area.control color and power per area.

3. Success to make high 3. Success to make high 3. Success to make high 3. Success to make high reproducibillityreproducibillityreproducibillityreproducibillity of natural of natural of natural of natural 

color and shadow.color and shadow.color and shadow.color and shadow.

Seems like sunbeam ,also Seems like sunbeam ,also Seems like sunbeam ,also Seems like sunbeam ,also soft lightsoft lightsoft lightsoft light for eyes for eyes for eyes for eyes because of   because of   because of   because of   

shadow is only one.shadow is only one.shadow is only one.shadow is only one.


